Oral delivery of highly lipophilic poorly water-soluble drugs: spray-dried dispersions to improve oral absorption and enable high-dose toxicology studies of a P2Y1 antagonist.
BMS-B is a highly lipophilic compound (clog P 7.72) with poor aqueous solubility (<10 ng/mL at pH 1 and 6.5). The compound exhibits low bioavailability in preclinical species when dosed as cosolvent solution formulations, with reduced exposure upon dose escalation. The purpose of this study was to evaluate spray-dried dispersions (SDDs) for enhancing oral exposure and enabling toxicology studies of BMS-B. SDD solids of BMS-B were prepared with 10%-25% drug in hydroxypropyl methylcellulose acetate succinate and showed an enhanced dissolution profile relative to the neat form of the compound. When dosed in rats and monkeys at 5 mg/kg, the SDD exhibited comparable exposure relative to the solution formulation. The SDD was also dosed in rats at 200 and 400 mg/kg and showed dose-proportional exposure compared to the solution formulation. Based on in vitro and in vivo data, the SDD formulation was selected for the toxicology study of BMS-B in rats. In summary, although the SDD approach could be quite challenging for highly lipophilic compounds because of the limitation on wetting and dissolution, the present study demonstrated that SDD can be applied in drug discovery to enhance oral exposure and enable preclinical toxicology studies of highly lipophilic poorly water-soluble compounds.